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SUMMARY

The status of CFD methods based on the use of block-structured grids for analyzing viscous flows over complex

configurations is examined. The objective of the present study is to make a realistic assessment of the usability of

such grids for routine computations typically encountered in the aerospace industry. It is recognized at the very

outset that the total turnaround time, from the moment the configuration is identified until the computational results

have been obtained and postprocessed, is more important than just the computational time. Pertinent examples

will be cited to demonstrate the feasibility of solving flow over practical configurations of current interest on

block-structured grids.

INTRODUCTION

The field of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is rapidly approaching the stage where simple configurations,

such as wing-body configurations, are routinely analyzed and designed at cruise conditions with CFD tools.

However, the situation is not as promising when one considers a more complete configuration, especially at

take-off and landing, where high-lift devices must be deployed. The difficulties arise mainly because the task of

generating the grids for modeling such complex geometries is tedious, and because the computing time associated

with obtaining flow solutions on associated grids containing millions of grid points is excessive. To a large degree,

the difficulty associated with generating structured grids for complex geometries has made the unstructured-grid

approach more attractive. During last few years, unstructured-grid-based methods have been shown to be very

flexible and powerful tools for analyzing inviscid flows by solving the Euler equations. For viscous flows, where

the solution of Navier-Stokes equations is needed to capture the flow physics, further research is required to make
the unstructured codes more efficient.

Structured-grid-based methods offer a viable approach for solving viscous flows over complex configurations,

but have not realized their full potential due to difficulties associated with grid generation. The principle advantage

of such methods lies in the efficiency of the associated algorithms in obtaining a solution once a grid has been

established. The arithmetic operation count to attain a solution with such algorithms has seen steady decline

since early days of CFD research. The advancements in raw speed of the computers have further decreased

the computational resources required to obtain converged solution to the governing equations. The difficulties

encountered in grid generation can be overcome to a large degree by employing the "divide and conquer" philosophy

in constructing block-structured grids for analyzing complex configurations, where each block (or set of blocks)

focuses on a given component or region of the domain. Recent work on overlapped, block-structured grids,

where structured grids are generated around individual components, has demonstrated the applicability of such an

approach for analyzing some of the most complex aerodynamic configurations (ref. 1). The principle drawback of

this approach is that conservation is not enforced in the overlapped regions in most codes. From the standpoint of

conservation and accuracy, it is desirable to enforce point-to-point match (CO continuity) across block interfaces.

However, such a requirement imposes severe constraints on the grid-generation process. A reasonable compromise

can be achieved by accommodating different grid densities at the block interfaces without the overlapping of

grid lines. Such an approach is commonly referred to as a patched-grid approach, and can alleviate many of the

difficulties associated with the grid-generation process. In the present paper, we will summarize our experience

with the use of block-structured grids for complex configurations.
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OVERVIEW OF CURRENT CAPABILITY

Thissectionisdividedintotwopartsthatdealwithgrid-generationandflow-solverrelatedissues,respectively.
Thefollowingdiscussionsarekeptbriefintentionally,becausemoredetailedinformationon thesetopicscaneasily
be foundin the openliterature.

Grid generation

Thereisnodearthof block-structured grid-generation schemes for complex configurations, as is evident by the

large number of participants in recent conferences on grid-generation (refs. 2-4). Almost all organizations involved

in CFD simulations have some type of in-house grid-generation capability. For example, AGPS at Boeing, MACGS

at McDonnell Douglas, UNISG at Rockwell/FIAT, and MBGRID at Canadair, are some of the better known grid-

generation systems currently in use at various industries. In addition, commercially available software packages,

such as GRIDGEN, ICEM/CFD, NGP, and GRIDPRO/AZ3000 are constantly upgraded to meet customer needs.

It is difficult to list all such activities, instead we briefly discuss the general features of some of these tools from

a CFD user's perspective.
As researchers associated with the CFD Laboratory at NASA Langley Research Center, we are required to

analyze flow over a variety of configurations that are of interest to our internal and external customers. Most of

the time, these customers provide us with only a coarse point definition of the individual components that comprise

the configuration being analyzed. On few occasions, a standard CAD definition ( e.g. in IGES format) may be

available. Our task as CFD engineers is to provide accurate flow solutions over such configurations in the shortest

possible time.
A suitable grid must be generated before the flow solutions can be computed for a given configuration. The

grid-generation task generally turns out to be the most time-consuming part of the process, particularly in terms of

man-hours. Given enough lead time, most of the commercial grid-generation systems cited earlier in this paper can

be used to create good quality grids, especially by their originators. However, these software packages are quite

complex to use and invariably require an expert user (who probably does grid generation for a living) to create

good quality grids in a timely manner. The fact that these tools are heavily interactive, with a large number of

steps and paths that are traveled via complicated menu-driven branches, keeps the novices at bay. This difficulty

can be overcome by creating a center of expertise in an organization, but then one has to face the consequences

of compartmentalizing one facet of the solution process from the rest. It is well known that the grid density is

determined by the particular algorithm and application, which in turn requires coordination between grid-generation

and flow-solution and analysis phases. Such arrangements may not be practical except in large, production-oriented

organizations. The point to be emphasized here is that until the grid-generation process is simplified enough to

be usable by an average engineer involved in flow simulation activities, CFD as a discipline will not achieve its

full potential.
The grid-generation process starts with surface modeling, after the initial geometric definitions become

available. These geometric definitions can take many forms, ranging from parametric surface definitions, such

as NURBS, to a collection of points measured directly from a physical model. If only a coarse point definition is

available, which is generally the case, smooth and accurate surface interpolations are required to create an enriched

surface with high fidelity. In general, CAD-based systems, such as ICEM/CFD, have a definite advantage at the

surface modeling stage. Usually the surface definition of only the individual components of the configuration

(e.g. wing, fuselage, tail ) is provided, and it is left up to the CFD engineer to determine the intersections of

the various components. Accurate description of the intersections is essential for maintaining the fidelity of the

underlying surfaces. Once again, CAD-based systems are generally more flexible and accurate for computing

surface intersections of geometrically complex components. Such flexibility comes at the added cost of acquiring

the expertise (through user training) required to navigate through a CAD system, which is generally too complex

for average CFD engineer to maintain proficiency. Since surface modeling is only a small part of the total
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grid-generationprocess,a morecosteffectivewayto accomplishsucha taskis through maintaining a center of

expertise, such as GEOLAB at NASA Langley Research Center.

After the surface modeling is completed, the detailed grid-generation process begins by selecting grid topologies

for the surface and field grids. For multiblock grids, this requires splitting the physical domain into different blocks

(zones), a process which is commonly known as domain decomposition. Most grid-generation packages rely very

heavily on interactive, user-supplied intuition to arrive at the blocking strategy (domain decomposition), both at the

surface and field grid levels. The interactive approach provides utmost flexibility to the user because it allows full

control of blocking strategies. However, such an approach is very tedious, especially for complex three-dimensional

configurations, since accurate visualization of the block boundaries in physical space is cumbersome. This is mainly

due to the large number of blocks required for gridding complex configurations and due to limitations of available

visualization software. To exacerbate matters, especially for CO continuous grids, a change in block structure

intended for a given zone can cascade into a series of changes affecting several other zones, increasing the effort

required to complete the grid-generation task.

Based on our experience, a batch-oriented approach is needed to make the block-structured grid-generation

process more attractive to engineering users. The interactive means, especially graphical user interfaces (GUI's) can

and should be used to help the user set up the input to the grid-generation code and to help make decisions related

to topology and domain decomposition. But, whenever an interactive module is invoked, an easily understandable

and editable script file should be created so that it can be added to the batch input file later on. Of course, the user

must be able to specify grid density and grid spacings in various zones and subzones. Recently, a batch-oriented

grid-generation package with semi-automatic blocking capability was developed by Eisemann and co-workers (ref.

5). The domain decomposition in their software package (known as GRIDPRO/AZ3000) is accomplished through

specification of the block structure in a parametric topological space. The zonal boundaries in the physical space

move freely and evolve simultaneously with the solution to the partial-differential equations that govern the grid

coordinates. The resulting grids are relatively smooth and nearly orthogonal, except near the singular points formed

by corners of the grid blocks. Although it is a promising method, in our opinion, several shortcomings of this

approach (addressed later in the paper) need to be rectified before this software package can be used routinely by

CFD engineers working on aerodynamic flow problems.

Before closing the discussion on grid generation, it should be mentioned that the specification of boundary

conditions, especially the block-interface conditions, should be integrated with the grid-generation process. Without

such a coupling, too much user time is spent on preparing the input to flow solvers, and the chance of errors increase

rapidly with the increase in the number of zones (blocks) and the complexity of the grid topology. This type of

capability would also reduce the need for human intervention in linking the grid generation to flow solvers, which

would form the core of a complete CFD analysis software system.

Flow Solvers

During last few years, there has been a steady growth in the number of computer codes capable of solving

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for steady flows over complex configurations on block-

structured grids. Several multiblock codes developed at NASA centers, most notably OVERFLOW, NPARC,

CFL3D, INS3D, PAB3D, and TLNS3D have been distributed to various industries, universities, and other federal

laboratories throughout the United States. In addition, the large aerospace companies, such as McDonnell Douglas,

Boeing, Northrop, Grumman, Rockwell, General Electric, and Pratt & Whitney, have their own customized codes.

Researchers at the European Space Agency (ESA), DLR (Germany), and RAE (England) have also developed

similar codes for their own internal use. The capabilities of the various codes differ somewhat, depending on

the original application for which each code was developed. However, most of the mature codes are capable of

handling the complex aerodynamic configurations of practical interest if suitable grids are available.
Before proceeding further with the discussion on flow solvers, it is appropriate to classify different types of

block-structured grids, based on the connectivity present at the block (zonal) interfaces. In overlapped (overset)
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grids,thegridlinesfromadjoiningblocksformanoverlappedregioninsteadof aclearlyidentifiablezonalinterface.
In patchedgrids,theadjoiningblocksformacommoninterface,butthepointdistributionon theblockboundaries
that form theinterfaceis different. In COcontinuousgrids,theadjoiningblocksthatform theinterfacehavea
point-to-pointmatchat thezonalinterface.Theoverlappedgrids,patchedgrids,andtheCOcontinuousgridsform
a hierarchyof structuredgridsrequiringincreasedeffort in gridgeneration;theCOcontinuousgridsrequirethe
mosteffort to generate.However,with regardto flow solvers,COcontinuousgridsarethe simplestandmost
convenientto dealwith.

Theoverlappinggridsarebyfar theeasiesttypeof gridsto generate;thereforesuchgridshavebeenusedfor
computationsonthemostcomplexgeometriesto date,suchastheflowoverthecompletespaceshuttleconfiguration
(ref. 1). However,conservationis notenforcedin theoverlappedregionsof thegrid; thereforethismethodology
maynot beappropriatefor problemsin whichaccuratecapturingof shocksandsheardiscontinuitiesis crucial.
Furthermore,theactualprocessof usingoverlappedgridsrequiresseveralnontrivialstepsbeyondthegenerationof
gridsaroundindividualcomponents.Forexample,onemustgeneratecollargridsatwing/fuselagejunctureregions
for adequateresolutionof theboundarylayers. In addition,a varietyof preprocessorsareneededto determine
theconnectivityandinterpolationcoefficientmatrixfor the overlappedgrids,whichrequiressignificanthuman
interventionbeforeCFD analysiscanbeperformed.

Thenextstepin theblock-structuredgrid hierarchyis thepatched-gridapproach,wherethezonalboundaries
do not overlapbut havedifferentgrid distributionin theadjacentzones.Considerableresearchhasbeendone
onpatched-gridalgorithmsto achieveconservationatzonalinterfaces.Althougha conservativealgorithmcanbe
devisedmoreeasilyfor patchedinterfacesthanfor overlappedgrids,this taskis still not trivial, especiallyfor
three-dimensionalcurvedinterfaces(refs.6-9). Dueto thedifficultiesencounteredin maintainingconservationat
zonalinterfaces,mostgeneral-purpose3-D flowsolversemploynon-conservativeformulationatpatchedinterfaces.

Forreasonsdiscussedpreviously,useof theCOcontinuousmeshesispreferablewheneverpossibleto guarantee
conservationacrosszonalinterfaces.Admittedly,thisshiftstheburdenof CFDsimulationsto gridgeneration.We
realizethatthe generationof Co continuousgridsfor complexconfigurationsis a difficult task;however,the
advantagesof usingsuchgridsin termsof globalconservation,free-streampreservation,andsimplicityof zonal
interfaceboundaryconditionscanbesignificant.Forexample,devisingaproceduretochecktheself-consistencyof
zonalinterfacesin suchgridsis fairly straightforward.Availabilityof suchdiagnostictoolsthatpinpointuser-input
andgrid-relatederrorsisextremelyhelpfulto CFDengineers.However,dependingonthelevelof complexityof
thegeometricconfiguration,theCO constraint on grids may need to be relaxed, especially to make more efficient

use of grid points and to improve the overall grid quality (smoothness and orthogonality). By placing the patched-

grid interfaces away from strong discontinuities, the errors caused by the loss of conservation at such boundaries
can be minimized.

SELECTED APPLICATIONS

A central-difference, finite-volume, multiblock Navier-Stokes code TLNS3D-MB, developed at NASA Langley

Research Center, has been employed to obtain flow solutions on several configurations of practical interest. The

thin-layer form of the Navier-Stokes equations is used for modeling the mean flow. Unless stated otherwise, the

flow is assumed to be fully turbulent, and the effect of turbulence is modeled through the eddy-viscosity hypothesis.

A five-stage Runge-Kutta time-stepping scheme with three evaluations of the artificial dissipation terms computed

at the odd-numbered stages is used to advance the flow solution in pseudo time. Implicit residual smoothing is used

to increase the stability of the time-stepping scheme. Further enhancement in convergence of the time-stepping

scheme is achieved via a multigrid acceleration technique. The details of the numerical algorithm used in TLNS3D-

MB are available in references 10-11. This code has been calibrated through a wide variety of applications by

several independent researchers (refs. 12-15).

For a flow code to be accepted by the research community at large, it must be capable of providing accurate

solutions for problems of interest in a timely manner. To a large degree, the accuracy of a flow solver depends
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on the explicit and implicit levels of artificial dissipation inherent in the numerical scheme. Based on our earlier

research, it was concluded that the accuracy of the central-difference scheme is greatly enhanced by using a matrix

type of artificial dissipation model instead of a scalar dissipation model (ref. 16); hence, the matrix dissipation

model has been used for the computations presented here. Another key element that determines the overall accuracy

of a CFD code is the ability of the underlying turbulence model to capture the pertinent flow physics. If a flow

solver has a turbulence model that fails to accurately predict the important flow features, it will not meet the

requirements of CFD engineers involved in the design process. For aerodynamic applications, the ability to predict

separation zones, shock locations, and boundary-layer properties in the presence of strong pressure gradients is

extremely important. In addition, the turbulence model should be able to accommodate multiple surfaces that

intersect one another. Based on both a literature survey and our own experience, the one-equation turbulence

model of Spalart-Allmaras (ref. 17) can produce accurate solutions for a wide variety of aerodynamics problems,

and has been used in the current applications.

The multiblock structure in this code was constructed carefully to minimize the communication lag between

the blocks, thereby achieving convergence levels comparable to the single block implementation. Of course, some

penalty in the computational efficiency is inevitable because of the overhead associated with the added complexity

of coding required in a multiblock code. It is preferred to use the largest block size subject to the geometric

constraints to retain the vectorization efficiency. Such a strategy also enhances the implicitness of the numerical

scheme by increasing the domain over which the implicit operator of the residual smoothing is effective. These

issues are discussed in detail with specific examples by Vatsa, Sanetrik, and Parlette (ref. 10). In the next section,

several applications of this method to problems of general interest are discussed.

Multi-element airfoil

During landing and takeoff maneuvers, most aircraft deploy a wing configuration that consists of a multiple

number of airfoil sections. For structural and aerodynamic reasons, these components are placed extremely close

to one another. Such an arrangement creates special problems in the construction of suitable structured grids,

especially CO continuous grids. An excellent test case representative of realistic high-lift configuration is now

available as a result of a joint effort between NASA Langley Research Center and McDonnell Douglas Aircraft

Co. for a two-dimensional, 3-element high-lift configuration. The newly available GRIDPRO/AZ3000 software

has been used successfully to grid this configuration (ref. 18). A partial view of the resulting 97-block grid is

shown here in Fig. 1. The grid lines are smooth and nearly orthogonal, except near singular points formed by

the block boundaries. This grid clearly demonstrates the flexibility of GRIDPRO/AZ3000 to generate CFD-quality

grids for geometrically complex configurations, and in being able to concentrate grid points near solid surfaces.

However, this software package does not lend itself easily to clustering grid points in the field away from the solid

surfaces, e.g. along wake lines.

The computed pressure distributions for this configuration were compared with the experimental data by Vatsa

et. al in reference 18. In general, the computed pressures agreed well with the measured data, and the resulting

solutions indicated consistent treatment of the zonal interface boundary conditions. As expected, a large region of

low velocity fluid was observed in the cove regions of the slat and the main airfoil, and on the upper surface of

the flap. However, due to poor resolution in the wake regions, the computed velocity profiles did not correlate

well with the experimental data (ref. 18).

F/A-18 forebody/LEX

The next case that was considered for demonstrating the current multiblock code capability was the viscous

flow over the F/A-18 forebody leading-edge-extension (LEX) geometry. The test conditions were chosen as

M_ = 0.34, Ree = 11.5x106, and c_ = 190 to correspond to flight data (ref. 19). In the actual geometry, the LEX

on the forebody merges with the wing leading edge. In the simpler model considered here, the grid at the end of
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theLEX is extendeddownstreamasa shroudof constantcross-section,whichpermitstheapplicationof a simple
extrapolationconditionat thedownstreamboundary.Theeffectof thissimplificationshouldbeminimalon the
flowovertheforebodyandtheLEX.A similarapproachhasalsobeenemployedbyGhaffariet. al (refs.20-21).
A partialviewof the3-blockgrid usedto modelthisconfigurationis shownin Fig. 2. A C-Otypegrid is used
on theforebody(block1),whereasH-O typegridsareemployedin theremainingblocks.Theblockboundaries
areselectedsothattheconfigurationis subdividedintoeasilyidentifiablecomponents.

Thecomputationalgrid usedin this studyconsistsof approximately750,000meshpoints. A 3.5order-of-
magnitudedecreasein theresidualof thecontinuityequationwasobtainedin about325workunits(250fine-grid
iterations)in reference10,whichis consideredquitegoodfor sucha finemesh,andis significantlybetterthan
the convergencerateassociatedwith non-multigridtypeof codes.Theglobalforcecoefficientsconvergedin
abouthalf asmanyiterations.Thecomputedsurface-pressurecomparedfavorablywith theexperimentaldataand
indicatedcorrecttrendsonboththeforebodyandtheLEXexceptatthelastaxialstation,wheretheeffectof wing
leading-edgemissingin thecomputationsbecomessignificant(ref. 10).

Subsonictransportaircraft

Thenexttestcasethatwasconsideredin thisstudyis thatof agenericwing/body/engine/pylonconfiguration.
Themainreasonfor selectingthis testcaseis to demonstratetheapplicabilityof thecurrentmultiblockcodefor
engineandairframeintegrationproblems,typicallyencounteredin advancedsubsonictransport(AST)configura-
tions. Currenthigh-bypass-ratioengineshavea very largefrontalareaandcanhavea significanteffecton the
flow fieldon thewingdueto interferenceeffects,whichcanaltertheperformancecharacteristics.Undertransonic
conditions,theseinterferenceeffectscannotbepredictedaccuratelywith simplelinearmethods.Theparticular
configurationconsideredhereis aDLR transportaircraftwitha high-bypass-ratioenginemountedonapylon.An
l 1-blockgrid consistingof approximately550,000meshpointsgeneratedby RossowandRonzheimer(ref. 22)
wasusedfor computingtheinviscidflowoverthisconfiguration.A partialviewof thisgrid is shownin Fig. 3.
Thetestconditionsselectedfor thesecomputationsareMoo = 0.75 and cr = 0.84 °, which are representative of

cruise condition for this type of aircraft. The solutions for this case were reported by Vatsa, Sanetrik, and Parlette

in reference 10. The computed surface-pressure contours were found to vary smoothly from one component to the

next (ref. 10), which indicates a consistent and accurate treatment across block boundaries, since each component
lies in a different block.

To assess the effect of the engine and pylon on the flow over the wing, the surface distributions on two cross
g

sections that lie inboard and outboard of the pylon were compared with the computed pressures on the clean wing

and body configuration in reference 10. Based on these comparisons, it was inferred that due to the interference

effects caused by the engine and the pylon, the pressure peak flattens in the acceleration region on the lower surface,

and the shock shifts forward on the upper surface of the wing, which results in reduced lift. The convergence

history for this case was found to be very similar to the F/A-18 case, and a 3.5 order-of-magnitude decrease in

the residual was achieved in 400 work units (ref. 10).

Supersonic transport

Currently there is an enormous interest in United States and elsewhere for developing technology for the next

generation of supersonic transports. Because of the high cost of testing a model at flight conditions, the designers

must rely heavily on CFD analysis during the developmental phase of such vehicles. A 19-block, C O continuous

structured grid consisting of approximately one million grid points was created to represent a proposed configuration

for demonstrating the current capability. A partial view of selected surfaces and zones for this configuration are

shown in Figs. 4--6, to indicate the structure and topology of the computational grid. Each component was enclosed

within a group of blocks, and the far field was filled with additional blocks. Singu.!ar points were introduced at

block corners to facilitate an orderly matching of dissimilar topologies.
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TheNavier-Stokessolutionswereobtainedfor a seriesof anglesof attackat acruiseMachnumberof 2.4.
A typicalrun required3-4 hoursof cputimeona singleprocessorof theNASCrayC-90to obtainaconverged
solutions.Thecomputedforcesandmomentshavebeencomparedwiththeexperimentaldata,resultinginexcellent
agreement.

STATUSOF EMERGINGCAPABILITY

The flow solverson structuredgridsarein a relativelymaturestageof developmentat this time, and are

undergoing mostly incremental changes. On the other hand, grid generation is a rapidly changing field that is

experiencing evolutionary changes. In this section, we touch upon the activities in both of these disciplines that in

our opinion will have significant impact on future CFD research.

Grid generation

The biggest bottleneck in the grid-generation process occurs at the domain decomposition level, which is

generally a labor-intensive interactive process. In the earlier stages of grid-generation software development, such

an approach serves a useful purpose by giving complete control to the user regarding blocking strategies, thereby

assisting in the assessment of relative advantages and disadvantages of different strategies. However, for routine

grid-generation work, access to batch-oriented grid generation is preferable, in which the desired block structure

can be selected via input files, and the grid generation can be completed in an hands-off manner. Two independent

developments offer promise, regarding domain decomposition. The ICEM/CFD has developed an object-based

semi-automated hexahedral volume mesher for creating multiblock structured meshes, known as ICEM/HEXA.

The user defines the initial structure or lets HEXA initialize the block structure around a given geometry. Input

to the ICEM/HEXA can be either CAD geometry, NURBS surfaces or trimmed NURBS surfaces and NURBS

curves. Mesh sizes can be defined on the family of CAD surfaces or individually on the block edges using edge

meshing options. The grid is projected onto the underlying CAD geometry with minimum user interaction. The

GRIDPRO/AZ3000 software package of Eisemann (ref. 5), on the other hand, employs a different strategy, in which

the user specifies the block structure in a topological parametric space. The block boundaries in physical space

evolve along with the solution to the grid coordinates. However, a few areas must be improved for this software

to provide good quality CFD grids. First, the surface definition within AZ3000 needs a better representation than

the bilinear patching that is currently implemented. A more flexible control of grid density is also required in

predetermined regions in the field away from solid surfaces to allow clustering in high-gradient regions, such as

wakes. Finally, a user-friendly input stream would greatly enhance the usability of this package.
A novel grid-generation methodology has been recently developed by a team of researchers from NASA Langley

Research Center and the University of Leeds, England. In this method, known as Rapid Airplane Parametric Input

Design (RAPID), a small set of design parameters and grid parameters govern the grid-generation process. The

aircraft components (solid surfaces) are manifested through solution of a fourth-order partial-differential equation

subject to Dirichlet and Neumann conditions. Volume grids are obtained through an application of the Control

Point Method. This technique has been used to generate CFD-quality grids on airplane like configurations that

consist of wing, fuselage, horizontal and vertical tails, and canards (ref. 23). This technique provides a medium

level of fidelity in terms of surface representation; hence it is more suitable for preliminary conceptual design

studies rather than final, detailed analyses.
Although truly automatic hands-off grid-generation capability for complete airplane configurations is still a

dream, some recent developments could prove very helpful in parametric design studies. In many applications,

CFD engineers are required to study the effect of small geometric changes on the aerodynamic performance of a

configuration. The recently developed software package, known as the Coordinate and Sensitivity Calculator for

Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (CSCMDO), can be used to generate volumetric grids which reflect small

geometric changes in a configuration, given a baseline configuration and the grid associated with it (ref. 24).
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Thissoftwareis controlledvia anASCIIuserinputfile for executionin abatchenvironment.Oncethegrid on
thebaselineconfigurationis availablefroman independentsource,CSCMDOprovidestheuserwith a simple,
efficienttool for generatinggridsonperturbedconfigurations,thatareencounteredroutinelyin designoptimization
of specificclassof aircraft.

Flow solvers

Comparedwith grid-generationcodes,the flow solversfor RANSareat a relativelymaturestagein the
developmentcycle. Thestate-of-the-annflow solverscanprovidethesteady-statesolutionto manyproblemsof
aerodynamicinterestwithina dayonmodemsupercomputers.As discussedearlier,mostof theseflowcodescan
useCocontinuousgrids,andmanyotherscanaccommodateoverlappedandpatchedgrids.However,mostof the
solverscurrentlyin usearenon-conservativeonpatchedboundariesandoverlappedzones.Recently,a procedure
hasbecomeavailablethatcanprovideus with geometricallyconservativeinterpolationcoefficientsfor patched
interfaceson multiblockgrids(ref. 25). Workis in progressat NASALangleyResearchCenterto utilizethese
interpolationcoefficientsfor developingconservativepatched-gridflowsolvers.

Oneof themajorhurdlesindeliveringthelatestflow-solvertechnologyintothehandsof industrialcustomers
comesfromlackof commonstandardsfor flowcodes.Theproblemis moreacutefor multiblockstructuredcodes
(asopposedto single-blockcodes)dueto theincreasedamountof zonalinterfaceinformationrequiredin such
codes.For example,thetimerequiredto transfera NASA-developedcodein Boeing'sprojectgroupshasbeen
estimatedby BoeingEngineersto bein years.In recognitionof thisdifficulty,a NASA/Industryteamconsisting
of participantsfrom Boeing,McDonnellDouglas,NASAAmes,LangleyandLewishasbeenformedto alleviate
thisproblem.Themainobjectiveof thisteamis to developaComplexGeometryNavier-StokesAnalysisSystem
(CGNS),whichwouldstandardizetheinput/outputinterfacesfor majorCFDcodesunderdevelopmentat NASA
andin theU.S.Aerospaceindustry.Currently,theteamis finalizingtheintellectualcontentsfor theCGNS,anda
prototypeof thesystemisexpectedto becomeavailablebeforetheendof thisyear.After theCGNSis developed
andhasbeenacceptedby theCFDusercommunity,thetaskof interchangingtheflowsolversin a designsystem
will becomeseamlessandstraightforward.

CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

Block-structured-grid-basedmethodsofferaviablechoiceforsolvingviscousflowsovercomplexaerodynamic
configurations.Boundary-fittedstructuredgridsarewellsuitedfor resolvingthethinviscouslayersdevelopingin
thevicinity of solidsurfacesat highReynoldsnumberstypicallyencounteredin flight. State-of-the-annstructured
flow solversareknownto beveryefficientin computingaerodynamicflowsin thepresenceof suchembedded
boundarylayers.

Themajorstumblingblockin routineapplicationof structured-gridmethodologytoCFDapplicationsisthegrid-
generationprocess.Progressis beingmadeto makethesurfacemodeling,domaindecomposition,andvolumetric
grid-generationcodessimplertouse.Theblock-boundariesthatarekeptfixedin physicalspace,canseverelylimit
theoverallsmoothnessandorthogonalityof theresultinggrids.Gridqualitycanbefurtherenhancedby relaxing
therequirementof COcontinuityacrossblockinterfaces,i.e. by permittingpatchedgridsat the interfaces.It is
mucheasierto controlorthogonalityandsmoothnessacrossblocksin patchedgrids.Theeffort andtimerequired
to generatesuchgridsis lesscomparedwithequivalentCOcontinuousgrids.

Theavailabilityof differenttypesof blockingstrategieswouldbeextremelyhelpfulin thegrid-generation
packagesof future.BothCOcontinuousgridsandpatchedgridsshouldbeavailablewithin thesamepackage.Of
course,theuseof parametricsurfacedefinitionsfor theunderlyinggeometrywill retainthesurfacefidelity,and
theresultingsurfaceswill correspondmorecloselywith theparametricmodelsfromtheoriginalCADdefinition.
Anotherdesirablefeatureis theabilityto accommodatesingularpointsat blockboundariesfor smoothermerging
of differenttopologies(e.g. H-H andC-O).
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Futurework shouldcontinuetowardthedevelopmentof batch-orientedgrid-generationcodesthat require
little or nohumanintervention,afterthesurfacedefinitionhasbeenprovided.Sincedomaindecompositioncan
hindertheautomationof block-structuredgrid generation,effortshouldfocusonautomatingor simplifyingthe
domaindecompositionprocess.A knowledge-basedsystem,whichmakesuseof grid topologiescommensurate
with thegeometricconfigurationswill beextremelyhelpfulin makingthistechnologymoreattractiveto CFDuser
community.In addition,gridadaptationstrategiesshouldbeexploredto makemoreefficientuseof grid points.
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Figure 1.--Partial view of grid for 97-block multielement airfoil configuration.

Figure 2.--Partial view of grid for 3-block F/A-18 forebody/LEX conliguration.
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Figure3.--Surfacegridandstreamwisecutforsubsonictransportconfiguration.
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Figure4.--Gridtopologyfor 19-blocksupersonictransportconfiguration.
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Figure5.--Surfacegridandstreamwisecutforwing/fuselage/nacelle/diverterconfiguration,
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Figure 6.--Detail of nacelle/diverter top_logy.
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